




 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1) Why is it so hard for people to stop drinking alcohol? 

 

They’re quitting wrong. Quitting alcohol is not a 100m sprint it is a marathon, and requires 

insight into the race and preparation. Yet most people who quit seem to suddenly decide 

to run the race, not knowing which race, the night before, or the morning after (!) relying 

on willpower alone! But how far is willpower alone going to get you in a marathon after 

years of decidedly “not training”? Probably as far as around the figurative block! 

You need The Three P’s to stop drinking alcohol:  

Perspicaciousness, Preparation and Perseverance. Sobriety isn't the dream; 

The dream is what dreams sobriety can make come true that drinking can’t. 

 

2) What is different from Holmes’s method to stop drinking alcohol  

to any of the other numerous popular “quit-lit” books out there in 2021? 

gf 

Firstly, they’re all wrong. They claim alcohol is a depressant. It is not. New research proves it is a  

biphasic stimulant sedative. If they don’t know what alcohol is, how can they know how best to stop you 

drinking it? The “quit-lit” genre got lazy, stopped doing its homework, and everyone jumped on the bandwagon. 

Secondly, Holmes’s method is based on the facts. It has the most up-to-date current research  

with over 300 academic references.  

Thirdly, Holmes’s method is inspired by a recognised therapeutic method, Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy, which 

has saved millions of lives, whereas many of the popular “quit-lit” books are merely the product of the author’s 

imagination and lack any therapeutic methodology at all. The argument is, “But if they work, what is wrong with 

that?” What is wrong is that they don’t work permanently, because they are wrong, and they damage people’s 

lives. People will quit and relapse, in repeated cycles of quitting/relapsing, damaging their self-esteem and hope 

in a solution because they believed in these popular charlatans, which is far worse than merely losing the 

investment of their time and money in these books. 

 

  3) In a nutshell, what is Holmes’s method? 

 

At its core, Holmes’s method to stop drinking alcohol is based on CBT and Mindfulness. This 

involves a gradual intake reduction and meditation development plan over twelve weeks 

utilizing cognitive-behavioral theory supported by the latest research on alcohol addiction 

and relapse prevention to achieve permanent sobriety. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    4) Why do we need another book on how to stop drinking alcohol in 2021? 

 

 Firstly, you need The Facts, and secondly, you need The Truth. Sometimes the two are different. 

 

5) What makes Holmes the right person to tell anyone  

how to quit drinking alcohol? 

 

 

As a former Principal and British qualified teacher with over twenty-years teaching, lecturing and 

instructing experience, Holmes knows how to explain complex issues in a simple and easy-to-understand 

way. Holmes’s method is based on the Indian Buddhist tradition of mindfulness which is why he is known 

as the “Alcohol Quit Guru” on YouTube. Guru is an Indian Sanskrit word: गुरु), and connotes "teacher". 

Holmes knows about research from studying for a Master’s degree in Education from UCL, The University 

of London, England, which is why Holmes’s Complete Guide To Stop Drinking Alcohol contains over 300 

academic references. 

Unfortunately, Holmes knows about alcoholism intimately and only too well, because Holmes was a 

high-functioning alcoholic for over thirty years. However, it was researching a way out of his condition 

that gave him the inspiration and fortitude to write Holmes’s Complete Guide To Stop Drinking Alcohol. 

Finally, Holmes is an online CBT Therapist at the Alcohol Addiction Agency, which he founded to  

support others using his methods to happily and permanently overcome alcohol addiction. 

 
 

6) Why do people become addicted to alcohol? 

 
Firstly, it would be abnormal not to begin drinking in today’s society. “Normal” is culture dependent, and 

culture makes us normal, in a process of enculturation which cannot not happen.  

“Across studies, drinking was described as something very normal, which everyone does, and is culturally 

expected.” Morris et al. (2020)  

Through music, books, movies, not just commercials on TV, although that isn’t insignificant either. In the US 

between 1971 and 2012 advertising expenditure on alcohol increased 400%. Wilcox et al (2015) 

Secondly, we have to contend with the Ironic Taste Trap; alcohol initially tastes so bad, we don’t perceive it 

as a threat, and indeed even refer to it as an acquired taste.  

Thirdly, of course, alcohol is highly addictive, physically and psychologically. Alcohol is a biphasic stimulant 

sedative so it initially gives you a high or pleasurable reward, immediately followed by a calming sleepy effect. 

This is not unpleasant physically at light doses, and psychologically the pleasurable effects seem to offer a 

clear benefit to enhance a positive emotional state or reduce a negative emotional state. Alcohol appears to 

be the fabled elixir to cure all ills rather than, in fact, the poisonous creator of all ills it actually is. 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCEurVjvtQrASwsysrNY7VzA
https://addictionhelp.agency/
https://doi.org/10.1186/s12889-020-09060-2
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/02650487.2015.1019961


 

 

 

 

 

7) But isn’t alcohol in moderation good for you?  

  

Firstly, as neatly summarised by Gideon Meyerowitz-Katz in The Guardian, “you can’t easily separate  

moderate drinking from the people who drink moderately.” The people who drink moderately tend to be, 

not coincidentally, healthier and of higher social economic status (SES) according to the research: 

“Moderate drinkers had better health and SES than heavier or nondrinkers. The positive influence of moderate 

alcohol consumption on health was observed for men and women when controlling for SES proxies, but was 

substantially reduced in women and completely disappeared for men when controlling for full SES.”   

Towers et al ( 2016) 

Secondly, in an Israeli study, 224 people were randomly assigned 150ml of either water, red wine or white 

wine with their evening meal for two years. This moderate drinking showed no significant health benefits 

except improving sleep quality according to the research: 

“Across the 3 groups, no material differences were identified in blood pressure, adiposity, liver function, drug 

therapy, symptoms, or quality of life, except that sleep quality improved in both wine groups compared with 

the water group.” Gepner et al (2015) 

It is not surprising that improved sleep quality at a moderate dose was an outcome because alcohol is a 

biphasic stimulant sedative. But what neither study mentioned about moderate drinking is the risk of cancer, 

“Moderate drinking significantly increased the incidence of male colorectal cancer and female breast cancer.” 

Yoon-Jung Choi et al (2018)  

Finally, another study showed there are no benefits to health of even moderate drinking as reported in 

Time: “Compared to non-drinkers, people who had one alcoholic beverage per day had a 0.5% higher risk of 

developing one of 23 alcohol-related health problems, including cancer, road injuries and tuberculosis.” 

Which has to make you wonder why the evidence against any significant benefits from the moderate drinking 

of alcohol is never celebrated in our culture and media as much as the evidence in favour. 

 

 

8) But what if you need alcohol to cope with chronic pain? 

 
Sorry, that’s wrong. i) Alcohol only has an analgesic effect at doses far beyond recommended daily 

max. levels. ii) Increasing alcohol dosage develops tolerance which can lead to alcohol dependence. 

iii) Alcohol withdrawal symptoms increase pain sensitivity which may cause someone to increase 

their alcohol intake to reduce pain-withdrawal. iv) If you then combine pain medication with alcohol 

to reduce pain, it may cause gastric bleeding, acute liver failure or fatal overdose. Yet, sadly, still up 

to 28% of the U.S. population use alcohol to relieve chronic pain. NIH (May 2021)  

 

 

 

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/may/06/heres-why-moderate-drinking-is-probably-not-good-for-you
https://watermark.silverchair.com/gbw152.pdf?token=AQECAHi208BE49Ooan9kkhW_Ercy7Dm3ZL_9Cf3qfKAc485ysgAAAuMwggLfBgkqhkiG9w0BBwagggLQMIICzAIBADCCAsUGCSqGSIb3DQEHATAeBglghkgBZQMEAS4wEQQMHJlu7nYcjgmz7xoCAgEQgIIClt6nEji0Flpi5MlFfX45HxInC1ogp98luKnt25KLg_DvoAQI-U0iAMAVaef-Fhe3SNZ-PFGq-WEr63BSKoS7nqjc8UvKdS8yj-XXjkdrGXK0OONP_gDdsQYc9zXn1f4yhFQEJQITUJ24mstNf4Okx2WIIgKrFfLmmPRqGgspaQxF2haWoWLFXDrgSjLp2BJdWcprmQHaVFPc3gIEjByc3B_dTNVwoOQQu3j0gznIJ_I6Serek0iDZAQALUSG50xLG3oOWZHqaw0NdyMYEEe0cXH_6Ivz_uY107aaLak7ieGrVTHeTvLJ3Iz0LSn8_uHIHJ4JsJf_1B731sELcLYbWa63lfdql_m46A5rUEu63RzDSi28htbwPl8BbR2pK6EHNJvpFpgNjBOQutVOegcj0esC5z9LrzvbD5LTPLpCdU-rgu2HCQy5tGLHETbttLi_r40kdzm1bMoPp5AQJVuiGJsMNCck9Z7OA0--kmLdUNaj-QyJdpM58KqmElpDDQyghNlEQ6MM4zlajr6YVhM-_MB__zVppnwft-8TO1k5XhWZZ8Rmr3sm7qfvIQnUiV7tg9q014CjPH2VvmcUGPmzv09V1WsU5Gq3BB_XrcEV_WMDCEamd7E9UqgkFfvFkpqxGAbcCRXA1_S-yyaqT8Izv2-4ABijP6BsWQnei4kPD8PUXzAbV7EGs0vIppQ6bFWOeunomKnv-i0smDvreNDsQVYQ5QxQZe_RjVuVwZ1Mu3qPSb5AXQrs2Dy9nii4br-KEZZTWAFmU21Wv7wC3uLw2aogOQKl89q9jh1rEISLl-aVwyIYDa3kXe3eoguRmihDwRwyv8RlRQIMNCoG6F4TpCuzfTFeicr3vcGtFvoTIsjl6GgYcPGf
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/26458258/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5912140/
https://www.thelancet.com/action/showPdf?pii=S0140-6736%2818%2931310-2
https://time.com/5376552/how-much-alcohol-to-drink-study/
https://www.niaaa.nih.gov/publications/brochures-and-fact-sheets/using-alcohol-to-relieve-your-pain


 

 

 

 

 

 9) If alcohol is so bad, are you suggesting we bring back Prohibition, 

or what should government do? 

 

        No, Prohibition was obviously a spectacular failure in the early 20th Century, raising  

taxes on alcoholic drinks to reduce consumption is universally unpopular and the legal drinking age in 

America at 21, is already three years higher than the UK. Therefore, government shouldn’t take action to 

limit consumers’ choice.  

Firstly, the government needs to educate consumers, which should happen from Junior/Primary School 

through to university through to employment. Research shows that children begin forming opinions about 

alcohol and its effects from a very early age and are particularly vulnerable to becoming life-long addicts after 

experimentation during adolescence. At University, students are very vulnerable to peer pressure to drink 

alcohol and colleges need to do a lot more to increase alcohol awareness and provide strategies to cope with 

peer pressure. In the workplace, companies need to provide training on alcohol awareness as part of their 

wellness and mental health programmes or they may become liable for negligence due to work-related stress.   

 

Secondly, government needs to better regulate the industry, in terms of the four Ps of Marketing. 1) Product. 

Requirement to produce non-alcoholic variation with identical packaging except warning label (see below). 2) 

Pricing. This does not mean minimum price controls per unit of alcohol, which have been introduced in 

Scotland, albeit with some success, but zero alcohol products given zero or reduced VAT. Therefore, positive 

rather than progressive alcohol pricing, unlike the CDC which currently advocates increasing VAT on alcohol. 

3) Packaging. Clear FDA Warning labelling (Size 20% of label) of RDA’s for Standard Drinks of Alcohol for Men 

and Women & Number of Standard Drinks/ml in Product. 4) Promotion. If alcoholic drinks were introduced to 

the market today for the first time the FDA wouldn’t approve them as safe to drink, so there would be no 

adverts at all. Therefore, there should be a total ban on all above-and below-the-line promotion of alcoholic 

drinks because alcohol is a risk to health, except for non-alcoholic variations. Supermarkets need to be required 

to display alcoholic products of a maximum 3.5% ABV in a separate sealed-off area, with its own tills, as in, for 

example, Indonesia. The government should own specialist alcohol retailers to sell drinks stronger than 3.5% 

like the government-owned Systembolaget in Sweden, Monopol in Norway and Alko in Finland. 

 

 

10) Isn’t there anything good about alcohol? It can’t be all bad.  

2.8 billion people can’t all be wrong, can they? 

 

Alcohol is a biphasic stimulant sedative so it will give you an immediate pleasure, buzz, high or sense of reward, 

which is good, I admit, quickly followed by a sedative effect. There is no point denying this buzz or high, like most 

“quit-lit” authors who suggest the drinker must be mad because alcohol is a “depressant”. Alcohol does, of course, 

depress the central nervous system, but not before it has stimulated it! The stimulation is for many the main 

purpose of drinking! But is that ‘good’? Firstly, it is a very short-lived effect. Secondly, it is immediately followed 

by a sedative effect. Thirdly, it removes inhibitory control, which rather than a benefit, is a symptom of ADHD. The 

effect of alcohol is counter-intuitive; it doesn’t do what you think it will do; what it says on the packet. The 

commercial featuring the happy dancing partygoer becoming increasingly uncoordinated, blurred in speech, and 

morose as they drink more is rare. We are sold an illusion and the frightening thing is how good we believe it is. 

 

https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2019/jun/19/scotland-alcohol-sales-lowest-level-25-years-price-controls
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2019/jun/19/scotland-alcohol-sales-lowest-level-25-years-price-controls
https://www.cdc.gov/alcohol/fact-sheets/prevention.htm
https://www.naturetravels.co.uk/blog/systembolaget-buying-alcohol-in-sweden/
https://britishlivertrust.org.uk/the-lancet-alcohol-associated-2-8-million-deaths-annually-worldwide/

